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Dragonharth Game Rules
General Information:
Number of Players: 1-4
Setup: Standard
Length of Game: 1-2 hours
Age: 12 +
Components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(20) soldiers
(4) commanders
(1) d12 die
(4) castles
(4) ships
(4) catapults
(4) baby dragons
(4) dragon eggs
(16) projectiles in assorted colors
(24) small workers
(24) giant workers, one in each color
(4) reference cards
Assorted gold, silver, and bronze pieces

Goal
Capture all the dragon eggs held by your opponents and you will be named Ruler of the World.
Story
The Dragon Lords, who rule the world from their home on Dragonharth Island, grew tired of dealing
with the never-ending demands and bickering of the human Kings and Queens. They finally gave the
humans an ultimatum: pick one ruler for all humankind or we will destroy you.
But the humans could not agree on who should be their overall ruler, so they asked the Dragon Lords to
help them decide. The Dragons responded by providing one dragon egg to each of the four great human
kingdoms. “Whoever brings us all four eggs,” they said, “will have proved themselves to be the most
powerful and resourceful human alive, and will be named Ruler of the World.”
Since that day, the four kingdoms have been locked in battle to determine who will defeat their
enemies, capture their eggs, and become the Ruler of the World.
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Game Setup
The players roll the six-sided die (d12) and the highest number goes first, with play proceeding
clockwise. The first player picks the color they want to be (red, yellow, blue, or green) and positions
herself by the same-colored kingdom on the game board. Each army is led by a different leader:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Green Army: Sares (female fighter)
Blue Army: Ironcat (feline warrior)
Yellow Army: Konu (male soldier)
Red Army: Baskul (half-lion, half-man)

The other players then pick their colors and position themselves near their kingdoms. Players shuffle
the card decks and place them on the table, then each player takes the following to start the game:
•
•
•
•
•
•

(2) $100 gold pieces
(4) $50 silver pieces
(4) $25 bronze pieces
(4) Resource tiles
(4) Utility tiles: flood, fire, wall, bridge
(1) Burning desire to crush their enemies

Movement
• Roll a d12 to move on land and sea
• Dragons roll the die to move, but since they are airborne, they can move over land and sea
Moving Columns of Soldiers
Each soldier game piece represents a battalion of foot soldiers. However, the commander game piece
only represents one individual. If a player’s soldiers and commander are located on adjoining spaces on
the game board, when one soldier or the commander moves, all the other pieces in the same “column”
(line behind him) move with him. For example, imagine a game where the commander of the red army
is going to invade a neighboring kingdom with two soldier pieces next to him on the board, and the
associated player is rolling a die in order to move the army. The player rolls a 4, so he moves the
commander 4 spaces. Next, he moves the two soldier pieces 4 spaces each, so they end up on spaces
adjoining the commander, in the same configuration they were in before the move.
Ships
A ship can only carry 2 soldiers or 1 soldier and 1 commander at a time. To move a ship, roll the d12.
Ships can only land at docks. The pieces (soldiers, commanders) a ship carries are moved after it lands
at a dock. The pieces it is moving must be adjacent to the dock when it departs.
Resource Tiles
• Place the development resource tiles (lumber, minerals, animals, vegetables) on empty fields to
develop resources and earn money. In order for a resource to produce goods, it must be worked
by either a human or a giant
• A human can only work one field. A giant can work two
• Resource tiles may be purchase from the bank – see prices on reference card

Utility Tiles
Utility tiles include:
◦ Bridges: used to cross from one island to another, and also to move over flooded fields
◦ Walls: used to erect a barrier to invaders. May be destroyed by Fire or Flood tiles
◦ Fire: used to burn down bridges, walls, and fields
◦ Flood: used to put out fire, wash away bridges, walls and fields
Resource Payments
• Kingdoms earn $200 for each field worked by a human and $400 for each field worked by a
giant. However, half the money goes to pay the workers, so the kingdom's actual take is
$100/per human and $200/ per giant
• Calculate your kingdom's payment per-turn at the end of your turn. The payment is made by the
bank, which is buying whatever you produced.To figure out the payment payment:
◦ Multiply the number of humans on your fields by $100, then multiply the number of giants
on your fields by $200. Add the two numbers together to calculate your per-turn payment.
For example, Kingdom A has 4 humans working (4 x $100 = $400) and also 2 giants
working (2 x $200 = $400), so the total payment per-turn is the money earned by the
humans ($400), plus the money earned from the giants ($400), which is ($400 + $400 =
$800).
Catapults
• Catapults can be fired once per turn to attack enemies. Projectile damage is listed below
• Once a projectile is fired, it is returned to the bank. Projectiles may be purchased from the bank
at the prices listed below
Projectile Chart
Projectiles must land somewhere in a kingdom to do damage.
Color

Type

Cost

Damage

Grey

Boulder

$100.00

Cost $100 to repair

Black

Tar

$200.00

Cost $200 to repair

Blue

Ice

$300.00

Cost $300 to repair

Orange

Fireball

$400.00

Cost $400 to repair

Battles
•

Battles are fought via die rolls (d12). Fighters include soldiers, commanders, humans, giants,
and baby dragons. Each creature is given a bonus, based on their abilities, which is added to
their die roll. The fighter with the highest die roll wins, and the loser is removed from the board.
Here are the bonuses for the different creatures:
◦ Small worker: +1
◦ Soldier: +2
◦ Giant worker: +3
◦ Commander +4
◦ Baby Dragon: +5

Multipart Battles
The soldiers and commanders fight battles together in the same way they move together. Using the
above example of the red army commander and two soldier pieces next to each other on the board,
imagine they are attacked by the green army commander with two soldier pieces adjacent to her on the
board. There will be three battles that take place, all on the same turn, with the two soldier pieces of
each army fighting each other and the two commanders fighting. Players will roll the dice and play
whatever cards they want for each battle, and when the battle is over, the losing pieces will be removed
from the board. Dragons may also fight as part of an army
Resurrection Potions
• Resurrection potions, which bring creatures back to life, may be purchased from the store. The
potions are more expensive for stronger creatures. Here are the costs:
◦ Small worker: $100
◦ Soldier: $200
◦ Giant worker: $300
◦ Commander: $400
◦ Baby Dragon: $500
Baby Dragons
To entice a baby dragon to join your army:
1. Sail to Dragonharth Island in the middle of the board (you cannot build a bridge to this
island)
2. Leave an offering of $500 in gold
The dragon will fly to your castle and be there at the beginning of the next round. You may enlist up to
two dragons in your army.
Turns
Each Turn has Three Phases
1. Payments and Purchases:
1. Collect $100 for every field that has a worker on it
2. Purchase desired supplies from the store
2. Develop Resources – players can cultivate up to four fields per turn
3. Battle:
1. Players can fire 1 projectile from a catapult per turn. Projectiles are not automatically
replenished, and new ones must be purchased from the store
2. Roll and move armies, dragons, and boats. Players can spread their dice roll out over
multiple characters For example, if they roll a 12, one piece can move 7 spaces and another
piece can move 5 spaces.
Costs
Description

Cost

Small worker

$100.00

Giant worker

$200.00

Utility

$100.00

Resource

$200.00

